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Preface 

Like remediation itself, this book has irs own genealogy. And like the 

genealogy of remediation, our book's genealogy is one of historical af

filiations or resonances, nor of origins. In examining these affiliations, 

we would begin by noticing "rhe myriad events chrough which

thanks to which , against which-they were formed" (Foucault 1977, 
146). Indeed, the initial afflliation was our own, which began on the 

January evening in 1991 when President George Bush ordered the 

bombing campaign for what has been characterized as the first totally 

mediated war. 

We could also trace the book's descent to rhe resonances set in 

motion in September 1994, when one of us (JDB) decided co sit in on 

the graduate seminar the other (RG) was offering: "The Visual Geneal

ogy of Multimedia." Each of us brought to that course the conception 

of one of the three genealogical traits that our book traces: JDB the 

rrait of immediacy, which he was beginning to outline in a project 

whose earliest manifestation appeared on the Internet under rhe name 

of "Degrees of Freedom"; RG the uait of hypermediacy, which (op

erating under the name of multimediacy) provided the organizing logic 

of the seminar. Remediation itself was our third trait. 

We might more precisely trace the book's beginnings co May 
1996, when we were completing our .first truly collaborative venture, a 

team-taught version of the original genealogy seminar, in which the 

contradiction between immediacy and multimediacy formed che or

ganizing principle of rhe course. It was in May 1996, in a meeting in 

his office wi1:h Sandra Beaudin, that RG was reported to have coined 

the term remediation as a way to complicate the notion of "repurposing" 

chat Beaudin was working with for her class project. But, as most origin 

scories go, it was not until well after the fact, when Beaudin reported 

the coinage to JDB, who later reminded RG that he had coined the 

term, that the concept of"remediacion" could be sai.d to have emerged. 

Iodeed although the term remediation was coined in RG's office, neither 

of us really knew what it meant unril we had worked our together the 

double logic of immediacy and hypermediacy. 

If remediation can be traced ro that fareful day in May, the book 

itself, as a jointly authored collaboration, has its own lineage. The idea 

of collaborating on an essay was ser in play in 1994, during the first 

genealogy seminar (which ended up being more or less team-taught 

itself). Almost from the fi.rsr class meeting, we realized that between us 

we had gntsped something exponentially more powerful than what ei

ther of us brought co the cable. For more than eighteen months, we 



took turns telling each ocher that we should collaborate on an essay. We 

passed each ocher in the hall; we sac in one another's office; we charted 

in the faculty lounge or before and after department meetings and lee

cures . But our daily obligations prevented us from seriously undertak

ing the project that would eventually become this book. Indeed it was 

not until the Olympic summer of 1996, when RG was about to embark 

on a crip co Oxford, co reach in a Georgia Tech summer-abroad pro

gram, that the decision ro collaborate on an essay was finally made. 

It is hardly accidental to the thesis of this book that ir was only 

when we found ourselves on either side of the Atlantic Ocean, commu

nicating with each other through the medium of email, that we were 

able finally ro undertake the collaboration we had been discussing for 

more than a year. In what was in many senses a reversal of roles , RG 

found himself traveling through Europe, thinking through the histor

ies of Western art from the medieval period co the present; while JDB 

was at home in Atlanta, watching the Olympics on TV, chinking 

through the relations among contemporary media, sports, and rhe cul

rure of entertainment. 

The genealogy of the book is well documented through that 

summer's emails: as multimediacy evolved imo hypermediacy; as the 

initial idea for an essay (which was published in the fall 1996 issue of 

Configurations) evolved into our plan for a book; and as we began to work 

through the way in which the concept of remediation helped to make 

sense of the apparent contradiction between our two logics of media

tion. What is also well documented in those emails is the evolution of 

a mutual friendship and trust, a growing respect and admiration be

tween two very different (indeed in many basic senses opposite) indi

viduals. If we are right in characterizing remediation as reform, then it 

would be fair co say that among those things that Remediation reformed 

were ourselves. 

We wish to acknowledge here the encouragement and thoughtful cri

tiques that we received from colleagues and friends. 

Those with whom we have shared our ideas include Gregory 

Abowd, Amy Bruckman, Matthew Causey, Sandra Corse, Stuart Culver, 

Mark Guzdial, N . Katherine Hayles, Henry Jenkins, John Johnston, 

Dalia Judovitz, Alan Kay, Wendy Kellogg, Irene Klaver, Ken Knees

pel, George Landow, Candace Lang, Elissa Marder, Robert Markley, 

Pete McGuire, Rebecca Merrens, Jacob Nielsen, Greg Nobles, Claire 

Nouvet, Ciaran O'Faolafn, David Porush, Ashwin Ram, Alan Rauch, 
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William Ribarsky, Ben Schneiderman, Ian Smich, Ellen Strain, Laura 

Sullivan, Jay Telocte, Bruce Tognazzini, John Tolva, and Greg 

VanHoosier-Carey. 

Those who commeored on various portions of the manuscript, 

and from whose counsel we benefited, include Phil Auslander, Hugh 

Crawford, Terry Harpold, Howard Horv.ritz, Michael Joyce: Richard 

Lanham, Blake Leland, and Anne Wysocki. 

Jim Bono and Kathy Onofrio worked with us on the original 

essay, "Remediation," which appeared in Configurations 3 (Fall 1996): 
311-358. We thank them and the journal for allowing us to refashion 

(if not rernediate) material in chapters 1 through 3 of chis book. 

We thank Lance Strate, Ron Jacobson, and Stephanie Gibson, 

and the Hampton Press for allowing us to reuse in chapters 15 and 16 
of this book material from ]DB's "Virtual Reality and che Redefinition 

of Self" originally published in 1996 in Communication and Cyberspace: 

Socia/ Interaction in arJ Electronic EntJironmmt. 

We wish to thank Robert Prior of The MIT Press for his indis

pensable advice and support. Thanks also to Managing Editor Michael 

Sims and to those at The MIT Press who put their expertise and enthu

siasm ioro the editing, design, production, and marketing of this book: 

Julie Grimaldi, Yasuyo Iguchi, Vicki Jennings, Ori Kometani, Terry 

Lamoureux, Thomas McCorkle, Gita Manaktala, Bev Miller, and San

dra Minkkinen. 

Like all other teachers, we have learned much from our stu

dencs, in particular, chose in the graduate program in Information De

sign and Technology of the School of Literature, Communicacion, and 

Culrure here ar Georgia Tech. Since 1994 we have offered three gradu

ate seminars in the genealogy of new media. In each case, the studems 

in these courses have helped us define and refine our ideas. Also during 

this period, Kelly Balcom, Rhonda Nelson, Aida Najarian, and Vicky 

Pickens served as incelligent and enthuasistic research assistants and 

made a real comributian to the research and production of this book. 

Our srudents Michael Koetter, Debbi Faye Levin, and Ian Seymour pro

duced the first Remediation video. 

David Joseph Bolter provided helpful information on the reme

diating strategies of animated film. Sarah and Sam Grosin offered im

pomint lessons on the inseparability of mediation and reality. 

We cannot exaggerate the contribution made by Lori Levy, who 

took on the important task of helping us locate, interpret, and present 

the various graphic images that appear in this book. To this cask, she 



Introduction: The Double Logic of Remediation 



"This is nor like TV only better," says Lenny Nero in the futuristic film 

Strange Days. "This is life. It's a piece of somebody's life. Pure and uncut, 

straight from the cerebral corcex. You're there. You're doing ir, seeing 

it, hearing it ... feeling it." Lenny is touring to a potential customer a 

technological wonder called "the wire." When the user places rhe device 

over her head, its sensors make contact with rhe perceptual centers in 

her brain. In irs recording mode, the wire captures the sense perceptions 

of the wearer; in its playback mode, it delivers these recorded percep

tions to rhe wearer. If rhe ultimate purpose of media is indeed to trans

fer sense experiences from one person to another, the wire threatens ro 

make all media obsolete. Lenny mentions television, bur the same cri

tique would seem to apply ro books, paintings, photographs, film, and 

so on. The wire bypasses all forms of mediation and rransmits directly 

from one consciousness to another. 

The film Strange Days is less enthusiastic about the wire than 

Lenny and his customers. Although the wire embodies rhe desire to get 

beyond mediation, Strange Days offers us a world fascinated by rhe 

power and ubiquity of media technologies. Los Angeles in the last two 

days of 1999, on the eve of "2K,'' is saturated with cellular phones, 

voice- and text-based telephone answering systems, radios, and bill

board-sized television screens that constitute public media spaces . In 

this media-filled world, rhe wire itself is the ultimate mediating tech

nology, despite-or indeed because of-the fact that the wire is de

signed to efface itself, to disappear from the user's consciousness. When 

Lenny coaches the "actors" who will appear in a pornographic re

cording, it becomes clear char the experience the wire offers can be as 

contrived as a rradirional film. Although Lenny insists char rhe wire is 
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Figure 1.1 A virrual reality head

mounced display. Courcesy of Profes

sor Larry Hodges, GVU Cenrer, 
Georg.ia Inscituce ofTechnology. 

"not TV only better," che film ends up representing the wire as "film 

only better." When Lenny himself puts on the wire and closes his eyes, 

he experiences the world in a continuous, first-person point-of-view 

shot, which in film criticism is called the "subjective camera." 

Strange Days captures the ambivalem and contradictory ways in 

which new digital media function for our culture today. The film proj

ects our own cultural moment a few years inro the future in order ro 

examine chat moment with greater clarity. The wire is just a fanciful 

extrapo\a£ion of contemporary virtual reality, with its goal of unmedi

aced visual experience. The contemporary head-mounted display of vir

tual reality is considerably less comfortable and fashionable (fig. I.l), 

and the visual world it generates is far less compelling. Still, contempo

rary virtual reality is, like the wire in Strange Days, an experiment in 

cinematic point of view. Meanwhile, the proliferation of media in 2K 

L.A. is only a slight exaggeration of our current media-rich environ

ment, in which digital technologies are proliferating faster chan our 



culrural, legal, or educational institutions can keep up with cbem. In 

addressing our culture's contradictory imperatives for immediacy and 

hypermediacy, this film demonstrates what we call a double logic of 

remediation. Our culture wanrs both to multiply irs media and ro erase 

all traces of mediation: ideally, ir wants to erase its media in the very 

act of multiplying them. 

In this last decade of the twentieth century, we are in an unusual 

position to appreciate remediation, because of the rapid development 

of new digital media and the nearly as rapid response by traditional 

media. Older electronic and prior media are seeking to reaffirm their 

status within our culture as digital media challenge that status. Both 

new and old media are invoking the twin logics of immediacy and hy

permediacy in their efforts to remake themselves and each other. To 

fulfill our apparently insatiable desire for immediacy, "live" point-of

view television programs show viewers what it is like to accompany a 

police officer on a dangerous raid or to be a skydiver or a race car driver 

hurtling through space. Filmmakers routinely spend tens of millions of 

dollars co film on location or to recreate period costumes and places in 

order to make rheir viewers feel as j.f they were "really" there. "Web

cams" on the Internet pretend to locate us in various natural environ

ments-from a backyard bird feeder in Indianapolis (Fig. !.2) to a 

panorama in rhe Canadian Rockies (Fig. !.3). In all these cases, rhe logic 

~. .. 
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Figure !.2 Bird feeder webcam: the 

view is tlpdated every chree minuces. 

hccp://www.wbu.com/feedercam_ 

home.hcm January 24, 1998. 
© 1997, Wild Birds Unlimited. All 

righcs re~erved . Used by permission. 
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Figure 1.3 Sulphur Moumain web

cam, providing a repeatedly updated 

view of a mountain in che Canadian 

Rockies in Banff, Alberra. http: // 

www.banffgondola.com/ January 24, 

1998. © 1998, Sulphur Moumain 
Gondola. All rights reserved. Used 

by permission. 

of immediacy dictates chat the medium itself should disappear and 

leave us in the presence of the thing represented: sitting in the race car 

or standing on a mountaintop. 

Yer these same old and new media often refuse to leave us alone. 

Many web sites are riocs of diverse media forms-graphics, digitized 

phocographs, animation, and video-all set up in pages whose graphic 

design principles recall the psychedelic 1960s or dada in the 1910s and 

1920s (Fig. 1.4; Fig. I. 5). Hollywood films, such as Natural Born Killers 

and Strange Days, mix media and styles unabashedly. Televised news 

programs feature mulciple video screams, split-screen displays, compos

ites of graphics and rext-a welcer of media that is somehow meanc to 

make the news more perspicuous. Even webcams, which operate under 

the logic of immediacy, can be embedded in a hypermediared web sire 

(Fig. I.6), where the user can select from a "jukebox" of webcam images 

to generate her own paneled display. 

As che webcam jukebox shows, our two seemingly contradic

tory logics nor only coexist in digital media coday bur are mutually 

dependenr. Immediacy depends on hypermediacy. In che effort to creare 

a seamless moving image, filmmakers combine live-action foocage with 

computer composiciog and two- and three-dimensional computer 

graphics. In che efforr to be up co the minure and complete, television 



Figure 1.4 A page from Joseph 
Squire 's Urban Diary, hrcp:// 

gerrrude .arc . u i uc .ed u/1 udgate/ the/ 

place/urban_diary!inrro.html Janu

ary 24, 1998. © 1995 Urban 

Desires . Used by permission. 
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Figure 1.5 An image from rhe 
RGB Gallery ar the Horwired web 

sire: a collection of digiral arc. 

http: //www.horwired .com /rgb/opp/ 

++++++++++++++++++ 
January 24, 1998. © 1994-1998 
Wired Digiral, Inc. All righrs 

reserved. 

Figure 1.6 This webcam jukebox 

allows the user co combine three ia

dividual webcams of hu choosing . 

hcrp: / /wee. images.com/jukebox Jan

uary 29, 1998. © l998, Kamal A. 

Mosrafa. All rights reserved. Used 

by permission . 
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news producers assemble on rhe screen ribbons of text, phorographs, 

graphics, and even audio wirhour a video signal when necessary (as was 

the case during the Persian Gulf War). At the same time, even the mosr 

hypermediared productions strive for their own brand of immediacy. 

Direcrors of music videos rely on multiple media and elaborate editing 

ro creace an immediate and apparently spontaneous style; they take 

great pains ro achieve the sense of "liveness" that characterizes rock mu

sic. The desire for immediacy leads digital media co borrow avidly from 

each other as well as from their analog predecessors such as film, televi

sion, and photography. Whenever one medium seems to have convinced 

viewers of its immediacy, ocher media try to appropriate that convic

tion. The CNN sire is hypermediated-arranging rext , graphics, and 

video in multiple panes and windows and joining them with numerous 

hyperlinks; yet the web sire borrows irs sense of immediacy from the 

televised CNN newscasts. At the same time televised newcascs are com

ing to resemble web pages in rheir hypermediacy (fig. I.7 and I.8). The 

ream of web editors and designers, working in che same building in 

Atlanta from which the television news networks are also administered, 

clearly wane their technology ro be "television only beccer." Similarly, 

Figure I. 7 The CNN lmeractive 

web site. © 1998 Cable News Net

work, Inc. All righcs reserved. Used 

by permission of CNN. 
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Figure 1.8 CNN Headline News. 

© 1997 Cable News Network, Inc. 

All rights reserved. 

Figure 1.9 Pbotorealtstic Piper Sen

eca III Module: the interface for a 

flighr simulacor. © 1998 Initiative 

Compuring AG, Swic~::erland . Re

printed wich permission . 



one of the most popular genres of computer games is rhe flight simula

tor (fig. I.9). The action unfolds in real time, as the player is required 

to monitor the instruments and fly the plane. The game promises to 

show rhe player "what it is like ta he" a. pilot, and yet in what does the 

immediacy of the- experience consist? As in a real plane, rhe simulated 

cockpit is full of dials to read and switches ro flip. As in a real plane, 

the experience of rhe game is chat of working an interface, so char rhe 

immediacy of chis experience is pure hypermediacy. 

Remediation did nor begin with the introduction of digital 

media. We can identify the same process throughout rhe last several 

hundred years of Western visual representation. A painting by the 

seventeenth-cenwry arcisr Pieter Saenredam, a photograph by Edward 

Wesron, and a computer system for virtual reality are different in many 

importa~t ways, but rhey are all attempts to achieve immediacy by ig

noring or denying che presence of the medium and the ace of mediation. 

All of them seek ro pUt the viewer in the same space as the objecrs 

viewed. The illusionistic painter employs linear perspective and "realis

tic" lighting (fig. 1.10), while the computer graphics specialist ma

thematizes linear perspective and creares "models" of shading and 

illumination (fig. I.ll; plate 1). Furthermore, the goal of rhe computer 

graphics specialists is ro Jo as well as, and eventUally better than, the 

painrer or even the phocographer. 

Figure I. 10 Saenredam, Piecer 

Jansz. "S. Bavo in Haarlem·· 163 1. 

The John G. Johnson Collection, 
Philadelphia M11,eum of Art. Uc;ed 

by permission. 
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Figure L 11 A phocorealistic com
pmer graphic: the nave of Chartres 

Cachedral, by John Wallace and 

John Lin. © 1989, Hewletc-Packard 
Co. Used by permission . 

Like immediacy,, hypermediacy also has its hismry. A medieval 

.illuminated manuscript, a seventeenth-cenrury painting by David 

Bailly, and a buttoned and windowed multimedia application are all 

expressions of a fascination with media. ln medieval manuscripts, the 

large initial capitallerters may be elaborately decorated, but they still 

constitute parr of the text itself, and we are challenged to appreciate the 

inregration of rexr and image (fig. I.l2; plate 2). In many multimedia 

applications, icons and graphics perform the same dual role (as in figure 

1.13; place 3), in which the images peek out at us through the word 

ARKANSAS. This dual role has a hisrory in popular graphic design, as a 



Figure 1.12 A page from a Book of 

Hours, circa 1450. © Roberc W. 

Woodruff Library, Emory U niYer

sicy. Used by permission. 

Figure 1.13 Arkansas : the splash 

(opening) screen for a multimedia 

celebracion of che state. 
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Figure 1.14 A Coney Island posr

card from the 1910s. hccp:i/ 

oaid .sppsr.ucla.eciu /coneyisland/ 

bistarr.hcm January 24, 1998. 

postcard of Coney Island from the early twentieth-cenrury shows (fig. 

1.14). Today as in che past, designers of hypermediated forms ask us to 

take pleasure in the act of mediation, and even our popular culture does 

cake pleasure. Some hypermediated an has been and remains an elite 

caste, bur the elaborate scage productions of many rock scars are among 

many examples of hypermediated events that appeal to millions. 

In the chapters that follow, we examine the process of remediation in 

contemporary media. In part I, we place the concept of remediation 

within rhe traditions of recent literary and cultural theory. Readers who 

are less interested in theory may want to turn directly to part II, which 

illustrates the work of remediation in such media as computer graphics, 

film, television, the World Wide Web, and virrual reality. These illus

trative chapters should make sense even without the fuller explanations 

of transparent immediacy, hypermediacy, and remediation provided in 

part I. In part III, which is again more theoretical, we consider how 

new digital media are participating in our culture's redefinition of self. 

Because readers may choose not to read che book in linear order, we 

have provided references-the printed equivalent of hyperlinks-to 

connect points made in the theoretical chapters with examples in rhe 

illustrative chapters, as well as some references from each illustrative 

chapter co others. This link directs the reader to pare II.@ p. 85 

Our primary concern will be with visual technologies, such as 

computer graphics and che World Wide Web. We will argue that these 

new media are doing exactly whac their predecessors have done: pre-



senting themselves as refashioned and improved versions of orher me

dia. Digiral visual media can best be undersrood through the ways in 

which rhey honor, rival, and revise linear-perspective painting, pbowg

raphy, film, relevision, and prior. No medium wday, and certainly no 

single media evenr, seems to do its culrural work in isolation from orher 

media, any more chan ir works in isolation from other social and eco

nomic forces. Whar is new about new media comes from rhe particular 

ways in which they refashion older media and the ways in which older 

media refashion themselves w answer the challenges of new meclia. 

0 
Q 

c: 
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1 Theory 



In part I we explain in greater detail the Lheory and history of remedia

tion. Like other media since the Renaissance-in particular, perspec

tive patocing, photography, film, and television-new digical media 

oscillate between immediacy and hypermediacy, between transparency 

and opacity. This oscillation is che key to understanding how a medium 

refashions irs predecessors and other contemporary media. Although 

each medium pwmises ro reform its predecessors by offering a more 

immediate or authencic experience, the promise of reform inevitably 

leads us ro become aware of the new medium as a medium. Thus, im

mediacy leads to hypermediacy. The process of remediation makes us 

aware rhat all media are at one level a "play of signs," which is a lesson 

char we take from poststructuralist literary theory. At the same time, 

chis process insists on the real, effective presence of media in our cui

cure. Media have the same claim co reality as more tangible cultural 

arrifacts; phorographs, films, and computer applications are as real as 

airplanes and buildings. 

Futhermore, media technologies constitute networks or hybrids 

chat can be expressed in physical , social, aesthetic, and economic terms. 

Introducing a new media technology does nor mean simply inventing 

new hardware and software, but rather fashioning (or refashioning) such 

a network. The World Wide Web is not merely a software protocol and 

rext and data files. It is also the sum of che uses to which this prococo1 

is now being put : for marketing and advertising, scholarship, personal 

expression, and so on. These uses are as much a pare of the technology 

as the software itself. For this reason, we can say that media technolo

gies are agents in our culture without falling into the trap of technolog

ical determinism. New digital media are nor external agents chat come 

to disrupr an unsuspecting culrure. They emerge from wirhin cultural 

contexts, and rhey refashion ocher media, which are embedded in the 

same or similar comexts. 

mockej
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Immediacy. Hypermediacy. and Remediation 

1 



The two logics of remediation have a long history, for their interplay 

defines a genealogy that dates back at least to the Renaissance and the 

invention of linear perspective. We do not claim that immediacy, hy

permediacy, and remediation are universal aesthetic truths; rather, we 

regard them as practices of specific groups in specific rimes.' Although 

the logic of immediacy has manifested itself from the Renaissance ro 

che presem day, each manifestation in each age may be significantly 

different, and immediacy may mean one thing to theorists, another to 

practicing artists or designers, and a third to viewers. The diversity is 

even greater for hypermediacy, which seems always to offer a number 

of different reactions to the contemporary logic of immediacy. Remedi

ation always operates under rhe current culrural assumptions about im

mediacy and hypermediacy. 

We cannot hope to explore the genealogy of remediation in de

tail. What concerns us is remediation in our current media in North 

America, and here we can analyze specific images, rexrs, and uses. The 

historical resonances (to Renaissance painting, nineteenth-century pho

tography, twentieth-century film, and so on) will be offered ro help ex

plain the contemporary siruari.on. Ar the same rime, rhe practices of 

contemporary media constitute a lens through which we can view the 

history of remediation. What we wish ro highlight from the past is 

what resonates with the twin preoccupations of contemporary media: 

the transparent presentation of the real and the enjoyment of the opac

ity of media themselves. 

ThE LOGIC OF TRANSPARENT IMMEDIACY 

Virtual reality is immersive, which means that ir is a medium whose 

purpose is to disappear. This disappearing act, however, is made di.ffi-

1. Our notion of genealogy is 

indebted co Foucault's, for we mo 
are looking for hisrorical affiliations 

or resonances and not for origins. 
Foucault (1977) characterized ge

nealogy as "an examioation of 

descent," which "permits che discov

ery, under rhe unique aspen of a 

trait or a concepc, of che myriad 
evems rhrough which-thanks co 

which, againsc which-rhey were 
formed" (146). Our genealogical 

uaits will be immediacy, hypermed.i

acy, and remediation; however, 
where Foucault was concerned with 

relations of power, our proposed ge

nealogy is defined by the formal 
relations within and among media 

as well as by relacions of cultural 

power and prestige. 



culc by the apparatus rhat virrual reality requires. In Strange Days, users 

of the wire had only co put on a slender skullcap, bur in roday's vinua1 

realiry sysrems, rhe viewer must wear a bulky head-mounred display, a 

helrnet wi rh eyepieces for each eye (fig. I .1 ). ln other sysrems known as 

''caves," the walls (and somerimes the floor and ceiling) are chemselves 

giant computer screens. Although less subtle than che wire, current 

virtual reality systems also surround the viewer with a compurer

generated image. With the head-mounted display .in parricular, virtual 

realiry is licerally "in the viewer's face." The viewer is given a first

person po.inr of view, as she gazes on a graphic world from a station 

point that is always the visual center of that world. As computer scien

tists themselves pur it, the goal of virtual reality is to foster in rhe 

viewer a sense of presence: the viewer should forger that she is in fact 

wearing a computer interface and accept rhe graphic image that it offers 

as her own visual world (Hodges et al. 1994). 

In order to create a sense of presence, v .irrua1 realiry should come 

as dose as possible to our daily visual experience. Irs graphic space 

should be conrinuous and full of objects and should fill the viewer's 

field of vision without rupture. Bur today's technology still contains 

many ruprures: slow frame rates, jagged graphics, bright colors, bland 

lighting, and system crashes. Some of these ruptures are apparent even 

in rhe single static images rhat we see, for example, in figures 9.1, 9.2, 

and 9.3. We notice immediately the cartoon-like simplicity of the 

scene, which no user could confuse with the world rhat greers her when 

she cakes off the helmer. For the enthusiasts of virrual reality, however, 

coday's technological limitacions simply point to its grear potential, 

which for them lies in a future not much further removed than Strange 

Days. In fact, Lenny Nero's words could almosr have been written by 

these enthusiasts. In his book on virtual real.iry, Howard Rheingold 

(1991) claims rhat "ar rhe heart of VR [virtual reality] is an experi

ence-the experience of being in a virrual world or remote location" 

(46). Jaron Lanier, a developer of one of the firsr commercial virrual 

reality systems, suggests char in virrual realiry "you can visit rhe world 

of the dinosaur, then become a Tyrannosaurus. Not only can you see 

DNA, you can experience what it's like to be a molecule" (quoted in 

Ditlea 1989, 97). Meredith Bricken (1991), an imerface designer, 

wrires thar in a virrual environmenr, "You can be rhe mad harrer or you 

can be rhe teapot; you can move back and forth to rhe rhyrhm of a song. 
You can be a tiny droplet in the rain or in the river" (3 7 2). All of these 

enrhusiasts promise us transparent, perceptual immediacy, experience 



without mediation, for they expect virtual reality to diminish and ulti

mately to deny the mediating presence of rhe computer and irs inter

face. Bricken's work is, in fact, emided "Virtual Worlds: No Incerface 

to Design." 

The logic of transparem immediacy is also at work in nonim

mersive digiral graphics-that is, in rwo- and three-dimensional im

ages projected on to traditional compurer, film, or television screens. 

Digital graphics have become uemendously popular and lucrative and 

in face are leading to a new cultural definition of the computer. If even 

ten years ago we thought of compurers exclusively as numerical engines 

and word processors, we now think of them also as devices for generat

ing images, reworking phorographs, holding videoconferences, and 

providing animarion and special effects for film and television. With 

chese new applications, the desire for immediacy is apparent .in claims 

thar digiral .images are more exciting, lively, and realistic than mere 

text on a computer screen and that a videoconference w.illlead to more 

effecrive communication than a telephone call. The desire for immedi

acy is apparent in the increasing popularity of the digical compositing 

of film and in Hollywood's interest in replacing srunt men and evemu

ally even actors wirh compucer animations. And it is apparent in the 

triumph of the graphical user interface (GUI) for personal computers. 

The desktop metaphor, which has replaced the wholly textual com

mand-line interface, is supposed ro assimilate the computer to the 

physical deskrop and ro the materials (file folders, sheets of paper, in

box, trash basket, ere.) familiar to office workers. The mouse and the 

pen-based inrerface allow the user the immediacy of touching, drag

ging, and manipulating visually attractive ideograms. Immediacy is 

supposed ro make this compurer interface "natural" rarher than arbi

trary. And although the standard desktop interface has been two

dimensional, designers are experimenting wirh three-dimensional ver

sions-virtual spaces in which the user can move .in, around, and 

through information (Card, Robertson, and Macinlay 1991). These 

chree-dimensional views are meant ro lend even greater immediacy ro 

the experience of computing. What designers often say they wane is an 

"imerfaceless" incerface, in which there will be no recognizable elec

tronic cools-no buttons, windows, scroll bars, or even icons as such. 

Instead the user will move rhrough rhe space interacting with rhe ob

jects "naturally," as she does in the physical world. Virrual reality, three

dimensional graphics, and graphical inrerface design are all seeking to 

make digital rechrrology "transparent." In this sense, a transparent in-
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2. See also Marrin Jay (1993, 69-
82). U nl.ike Jay, Samuel Edgercon 
(197 5) noc only documents a connec

tion between the mathematizatiou 

of space and linear perspective, buc 

seems to accept ir as true. Bruno 
Latour (1990) also remarks on the 

significance of perspectival.ism. 
Building on WilLiam Ivins's srudy, 

On ;he Rationalization of Sight (197 3 ), 

Latour argues that by mathematiz
ing space, linear perspective enabled 

visual representacions to be rrans

ported from one comext to another 

wichouc being alcered or discorced. 

By manipulating rhese "immmable 

mobiles," practitioners of linear per

spective could in effect manipulate 

the world itself, because che ma

thematization of space makes the 

comexr or medium transparenc and 

provides immediate access co the 

world. See Lacour (198 7, chap. 6, 

1990). 

terface would be one char erases itself, so rhat che user is no longer 

aware of coofronc.ing a medium, buc instead stands in an immediate 

relationship to che concents of that medium. 

The transparent interface is one more manifestation of the need 

to deny the mediated character of digital technology alrogecher. To be

lieve that with digital technology we have passed beyond mediation is 

also to asserr the uniqueness of our presenr technological moment. For 

many virtual reality enthusiasts, the computer so far surpasses other 

technologies in irs power ro make the world present that the hisrory of 

earlier media has lirde relevance. Even rhose, like Rheingold, who do 

acknowledge technological precursors (particularly film and television) 

still emphasize the novelty of virtual reality. Their view is rhar virrual 

reality (or digital technology in general) completes and overcomes rhe 

history of media. In Strange Days, the wire is rhe last and most powerful 

technology created before the end of rhe millennium. However, rhe de

sire for .immediacy itself has a history that is not easily overcome. At 

least since rhe Renaissance, ir has been a defining feature of Western 

visual (and for that marrer verbal) representation. To understand imme

diacy in computer graphics, .ir is important to keep in mind rhe ways 

in which painting, phorography, film, and television have sought to 

satisfy rhis same desire. These earlier media sought immediacy through 

the interplay of the aesrheric value of transparency with techniques of 

linear perspective, erasure, and automaticity, all of which are strategies 

also ar work in digital technology. 

As Albrecht Durer noted, and as Panofsky (1991) reminded us 

in Perspective as Symbolic Form (27), perspective means a "seeing through," 

and, like rhe interface designers of today, srudems of linear perspective 

promised immediacy through transparency. They trusted in linear per

spective ro achieve transparency because by mathematizing space, ir 

used rhe "right" technique to measure the world. Martin Jay and others 

have argued for a close conneccion between Albenian perspective and 

Descartes's spatial mathematics. For Jay (1988), "Cartesian perspecti

valism" constituted a peculiar way of seeing that dominated Western 

culture from the seventeenth century ro the early twentieth by allowing 

the Cartesian subject to control space from a single vantage point. 2 By 

using projective geometry to represenr the space beyond rhe canvas, 

linear perspective could be regarded as the technique that effaced itself 

as technique. As Alberti (1972) expressed it in his treatise On Painting, 

"On the surface on which I am going ro paint, I draw a rectangle of 

whatever size I wane, which I regard as an open window through which 



the subject to be painted is seen"(S 5 ). If executed properly, the surface 

of the painting dissolved and presenred ro the viewer the scene beyond. 

To achieve transparency, however, linear perspective was regarded as 

necessary buc not suffi.ciem, for the artist muse also work the surface 

co erase his brush suokes. Norman Bryson (1983) has argued that 

"through much of the Western tradition oil paint is created primarily 

as an erc1.rive medium. Whac .it must first erase is the surface of the pic

ture-plane" (92). Erasing the surface in this way concealed and denied 

cbe process of painting in favor of the perfected product. Although ef

facement is by no means universal in Western painting, even before the 

nineteenth cencury, it was one important technique for making the 

space of the picture continuous with the viewer's space. This conrinuity 

between depicted and "real" space was particularly apparent in trompe 

l'oeil art-for example, in ceilings where the painting continues the 

architecture of the building itself (Kemp 1990). The irony is that it 

was hard work to make the surface disappear in this fashion, and in fact 

the artist's success at effacing his process, and thereby himself, became 

for trained viewers a mark of his skill and therefore his presence. 

A third strategy for achieving transparency has been co auto

mare the technique of linear perspective. This quality of automaticity 

has been ascribed to the technology of the camera obscura and subse

quently co photography, film, and television . In rhe most familiar srory 

of the development ofWesrem representation, the invention of photog

raphy represented the perfection of linear perspective. (For a revisionist 

view, see Crary 1990.) A photograph could be regarded as a perfect 

Albertian window. Andre Bazin (1980) expressed this view with un

troubled certainty: "The decisive moment [in Western painting] un

doubtedly came wirh the discovery of the first scientific and already, in 

a sense, mechanical systems of reproduction, namely, perspective: the 

camera obscura of da Vinci foreshadowed the camera of Niepce. The 

artist was now in a position co create the illusion of three-dimensional 

space within which chings appeared to exist as our eyes in realicy see 

them" (239). Photography was a mechanical and chemical process, 

whose auromatic character seemed to many to complete the earlier 

trend to conceal borh the process and the artist. In fact, photography 

was ofcen regarded as going too far in the direction of concealing the 

arr.isr by eliminating him altogether. In the nineteenth and early cwen

tiech centuries, this question was extensively debated. Was photogra

phy an art? Did it make painting and painters unnecessary? And so on 

(Trachtenberg 1980, vii-xiii). In examining auromatic reproduction 
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3. A similar argument could be 

made for television, especially for 
rhe "live" coverage of news and 

sporting events, which promise im

mediacy through cbeir real-rime 
presentation. In "The Fact of Televi

sion," Stanley Cavell has described 

whac be calls the "monitoring" func

tion of relevision. The case for 

immediacy in film is complicated by 
che intervention of rhe direccor and 

che editor, bur film is still experi

enced as immediate during the rime 

of irs showing-an immediacy that 
greatly troubled Christian Metz 
(1977). 

and the artist as a creative agem, Stanley Cavell (1979) expanded on 

and revised Bazio: "Photography overcame subjectivity in a way un

dreamed of by painting, a way that could nor satisfy painring, one 

which does not so much defeat the act of painting as escape ic alto

gether: by automatism, by removing rhe human agent from the task of 

reproduction" (23). For both Bazin and Cavell, photography offered irs 

own route to immediacy. The photograph was transparent and followed 

the rules of linear perspective; it achieved rransparency through auto

matic reproduction; and it apparently removed the artist as an agent 

who stood between the viewer and the reality of the image. 3 

Bazin (1980) concluded char "photography and the cinema ... 

are discoveries that satisfy, once and for all and in its very essence, our 

obsession with realism," yet he was certainly wrong. These two visual 

technologies did not satisfy our culture's desire for immediacy (240). 

Compurer graphics has become rhe latest expression of that desire, and 

its strategy for achieving immediacy owes something to several earlier 

traditions. William J. Mitchell (1994) claims, "The tale of computer 

image synrhesis in the 197 Os and 1980s ... striking! y recapitulates the 

hisrory of European painting from the miracle of Masaccio's Trinity to 

the birth of photography ... . Synthesized images can now be virtually 

point-for-point marches ro phorographs of acrual scenes, and there is 

experimental evidence that, for certain sorts of scenes, observers cannot 

distinguish these images from phorographs" (161). Bur even if we can

not always tell synthesized images from photographs, we can distin

guish the different strategies that painting and phmography have 

adopted in striving for .immediacy, and we can explore how digital 

graphics borrows and adapts each of these strategies. 

Digital graphics extends the tradition of the Albertian window. 

It creates images in perspective, but it applies to perspective rhe rigor 

of contemporary linear algebra and projective geometry (Foley et al. 

1996, 229-283). Compurer-generared projective images are mathe

matically perfect, at least within the limits of computational error and 

the resolution of the p.ixelated screen. Renaissance perspective was 

never perfect in this sense, not only because of hand methods, bur also 

because rhe artists often manipulated the perspective for dramatic or 

allegorical effect (Elkins 1994; Kemp 1990, 20, 47-49 ; Hagen 1986). 

(Of course, digital graphic perspective can be discorced too, but even 

these distortions are generated mathematically.) Computer graphics 

also expresses color, illumination, and shading in mathematical terms 

(Foley et al. 1996, 563-604, 721-814), although so far less success-



fully than perspective. So, as with perspective painting, when computer 

graphics lays claim co the real or the natural, ir seems to be appealing 

ro the Cartesian or Galilean proposi rion that mathematics is appro

priate for describing narure. 

Furthermore, co Cartesian geometry compucer graphics adds 

the algorithmic mathematics of John von Neumann and Alan Turing. 

Computer programs may ultimately be human produces, in the sense 

chat they embody algorithms devised by human programmers, but 

once rhe program is written and loaded, the machine can operate with

out human intervention. Programming, then, employs erasure or ef

facement, much as Norman Bryson defines erasure for \Vestern 

painting, or as Cavell and others describe the erasure of human agency 

from the production of phocographs. 4 Programmers seek to remove the 

traces of their presence in order to give the program the greatest pos

sible autonomy. In digital graphics, human programmers may be in

volved at several levels. The computer operating systems are written by 

one group of specialises; graphics languages, such as Open GL, are writ

ceo by ochers; and applications are programs char exploit the resources 

offered by languages and operating systems. All of these classes of pro

grammers are simultaneously erased at the momem in which che com

puter accually generates an image by executing the instructions they 

have collectively written . 

The fact that digital graphics is automatic suggests an affinity 

co phocography. In both cases, che human agent is erased, although the 

techniques of erasure are rather different. W'ith photography, the auco

matic process is mechanical and chemical. The shutter opens, and light 

streams in through the lens and is focused on a chemical film. The pro

cess of recording itself is holistic, with no clearly defined parts or steps . 

For this reason, many in the nineteenth century could regard light or 

nacure itself as the painter. Talbot did so in his book The Pencil of Nature 

(1969), and Niepce did as well, when he wrote that "che Daguerrotype 

is not merely an instrument which serves ro draw Nature; on che con

trary it is a chemical and physical process which gives her the power ro 

reproduce herself" (Trachtenberg 1980, 13; see also J ussim 1983, 50). 

In digital graphics, however, it is not easy ro regard the program as a 

natural product, except in the sense char namre steers the electrons in

side the computer chips. Digital graphic images are che work of hu

mans, whose agency, however, is often deferred so far from the ace of 

drawing that it seems to disappear. This deferral is especially important 

in real-time animation and virtual reality, where the compucer is draw-

4. Compucer graphics, representa

tional painrjng, and cradicional 

phorography efface che visible signs 

of agency; an American abscract an

ist like Rauschenberg, however, 

seeks co efface che act of erasure ic

self. (See Fisher 1991, 98-99.) 
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ing cen or twenty frames per second, all without rhe programmer's 

imervention . The automatic or deferred quality of computer program

ming promotes in the viewer a sense of immediate contact with the 

image. 

Experts on computer graphics often say char rhey are striving 

to achieve "phororealism"-in other words, to make rheir synrhetic 

images indistinguishable from photographs.© p. 119 This comparison 

may rake rhe explicit form of putting a photograph side by side with a 

synthetic digital image. In such cases the computer is imitating not an 

external reality but rather another medium. (We argue later that chis is 

all any new technology could do: define itself in relationship to earlier 

technologies of representation.) To achieve photorealism, the synthetic 

digital image adopts rhe criteria of rhe phorograph. It offers a single 

station point, a monocular point of view, and a phorographic sense of 

appropriate composition . Computer graphics experts do not in general 

imirare "poor" or "distorted" photographs (exotic camera angles or 

Ughting effects), precisely because these distorted photographs, which 

make the viewer conscious of the photographic process, are themselves 

not regarded as realistic or immediate. Thus, photographs and syn

rheric images achieve rhe same effect of erasure through different 

means. The photograph erases rhe human subject through rhe mechan

ics and chemistry of lens, shUtter, and film. Digital graphics erases rhe 

subject algorithmically through the mathematics of perspective and 

shading embodied in a program . So-called digital phorography is a hy

brid that combines and reconfigures rhese rwo kinds of automaticity. 

© p. 104 

Obviously the rest of photorealism can apply only co single, 

static images. The equivalent for computer animation would be 

"filmic'' realism: a sequence of computer images that could not be dis

tinguished from a traditional film, a feat char is technically even more 

challenging than photorealism. However, the very fact that rhe images 

are in motion (in computer animation and virtual reality) suggests new 

strategies for achieving immediacy. If immediacy is promoted by re

moving the programmer/creator from the image, ir can also be pro

moted by involving the viewer more intimately in the image. The 

producrion of computer animation seems to be automatic, yec che view

ing can be interactive, although the interaction may be as simple as rhe 

capacity to change one's point of view. In painting and photography, 

the user's point of view was fixed. In film and television, the point of 

view was set in mor.ion, bur it was the director or editor who controlled 



the movement. Now, computer animation can function like film in this 

respect, for it too can present a sequence of predetermined camera shots. 

However, the sequence can also be placed under rhe viewer's conrrol, as 

it is in animated compmer video games or virtual reality. 

In virtual reality, the helmer that contains the eyepieces also 

cypically contains a tracking device. As the viewer turns her head, the 

tracker registers the change jn her orientation, and the computer re

draws the image in each eyepiece ro match her new perspective. Because 

she can move her head, the viewer can see that she is immersed-that 

she has jumped through Alberti's window and is now inside the de

picted space. For virtual reality enthusiasts, rhe plane defined by the 

video screen on the outmoded desktop compurer is like Alberti's win

dow, and it is this plane that virtual reality now shatters. Rheingold 

(1991) claims that "in the 1990s, VR technology is taking people be

yond and through the display screen inco virtual worlds" (7 '5 ). As 

Rheingold implies, in graphics delivered on a conventional video 

screen, for example, in computer games, the interface is more obtrusive. 

The viewer must use the mouse or the keyboard to conrrol what she 

sees. Yet even here, the viewer can manipulace her point of view and 

may still have a feeling of immersion, especially if she can turn in a full 

circle. It is remarkable how easily a player can project herself into a 

computer game like Myst, Riven, or Doom, despite the relatively low 

resolution and limited field of view afforded by the screen (fig. 1.1). 

© p. 94 It is also a creed among interface designers that interactivity 

increases the realism and effectiveness of a graphical user interface: the 

Figme 1.1. A view oiMyst island. 

© 1993 Cyan Inc. Mysc ®Cyan 

Inc. All rights reserved. 
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5. Theorisrs in the second half of 

che twentieth cencury have consis

rencly denied rhac an image is a 

more direcr presentation of the 

world chan is written or spoken lan

guage. Their approach has generally 

been co tex:tualiz.e che image and 

rherefore co cake ic into rhe dis
course of postscrucruralism-a 

suaregy apparent in works as diverse 

as Derrida's OfGrammatology (1976) 

and Nelson Goodman's Languages of 
Art (1968). W.]. T. Mitchell (1994) 
attempts to break down rhe dichot

omy becween words and images by 
arguing for a hybrid, the "im

agetexr," but his picture theory 

finally assimilates images to words 

more chan the reverse. Marcin Jay 

(1993) has shown how almosc all the 

influential French theoreticians of 

rhe rweoriech cenrury have sought 

co surround and subdue che image 
by means of cext. 

6. In some theorists the embar

rassment becomes acute. The 
"punctum" in Barthes's Camera 

Lucida is precisely that element 

in phorography rhac threatens co 

become immediate, ro pull che 

viewer into the phorograph itself. 

Meanwhile , in his analysis of che per

nicious reality effect of cinema, 

Christ ian Mecz (1977) seems ap

palled at the chought chat the 
"appararus" of the cinema can lull 

the viewer ioco a hypnotic state of 

apparently unmediated experience . 

icons become more present to the user if she can reposition them or 

activate them with a click of the mouse. 

Contemporary literary and cultural theorists would deny that 

linear-perspective painting, phocography, film, television, or compucer 

graphics could ever achieve unmediated presentation. 5 For such theo

rists, che desire for immediacy through visual representation has be

come a somewhat embarrassing (because undertheorized) cradition.6 

Outside rhe circles of rheory, however, the discourse of the immediate 

has been and remains culturally compelling. Even within the academic 

community, among art historians and perceptual psychologists, linear 

perspective is still regarded as having some claim to being natural. (See, 

for example, Gombrich 1982; Hagen 1980, 1986.) Meanwhile, com

putet graphics experts, computer users, and the vast audiences for 

popular film and television continue to assume chat unmediated presen

tation is the ulr.imate goal of visual represencacion and co believe that 

technological progress coward that goal is being made. When interacti

vity is combined with automaticity and che five-hundred-year-old per

spective method, the result is one account of mediation chat millions 

of viewers today find compelling . 

Ic is important to note that the logic of rransparenc immediacy 

does not necessarily commit the viewer to an utterly naive or magical 

conviction that the representation is the same thing as what it repre

sents. Immediacy is our name for a family of beliefs and practices chat 

express themselves differently at various times among various groups, 

and our quick survey cannot do justice to this variety. The common 

feature of all these forms is the belief in some necessary contact point 

between the medium and what it represents. For chose who believe in 

the immediacy of photography, from Talbot co Bazin co Barthes, the 

contacr poim is rhe light that is reflected from the objects on to the 

film. This light establishes an immediate relationship between the pho

tograph and the object. For theorists of linear-perspective paintLng and 

perhaps for some painters, the contact point is the mathematical rela

tionship established between the supposed objects and cheir projection 

on the canvas. However, probably at no time or place has rhe logic of 

immediacy required that the viewer be completely fooled by the paint

ing or phorograph. Trompe l'oeil, which does completely fool the 

viewer for a moment, has always been an exceptional practice. The film 

theorise Tom Gunning 0995) has argued that what we are calling the 

logic of uansparem immediacy worked in a subtle way for filmgoers of 

the earliest films . The audience members knew at one level that the film 



of a train was nor really a train, and yet they marveled at rhe discrepancy 

between whar rhey knew and what rheir eyes told them (114-133). On 

rhe other hand, rhe marveling could not have happened unless rhe logic 

of immediacy had had a hold on the viewers. There was a sense in which 

they believed in rhe reality of rhe image, and theorists since rhe Renais

sance have underwritten chat belief. This "naive" view of immediacy is 

rhe expression of a historical desire, and it is one necessary half of the 

double logic of remediation. 

THE LOGIC OF HYPERMEDIACY 

Like rhe desire for transparent immediacy, the fascination with media 

also has a history as a representational practice and a culcurallogic. In 

digital media today, the practice of hypermediacy is most evident in 

the heterogeneous "windowed style" of World Wide Web pages, the 

desktop interface, multimedia programs, and video games. It is a visual 

style that, in the words of William). Mitchell (1994), "privileges frag

mentation, indeterminacy, and heterogeneity and ... emphasizes pro

cess or performance rather than the finished art object" (8). Interactive 

applications are often grouped under rhe rubric of "hypermedia," and 

hypermedia's "combination of random access with multiple media" has 

been described with typical hyperbole by Bob Cotten and Richard Oli

ver (1993) as "an enrirely new kjnd of media experience born from the 

marriage ofTV and computer technologies. Irs raw ingredients are im

ages, sound, rext, animation and video, which can be brought together 

in any combination. It is a medium that offers 'random access'; it has 

no physical beginning, middle, or end" (8). This definition suggests 

that the logic of hypermediacy had to wait for the invemion of the 

cathode ray tube and the transistor. However, the same logic is at work 

in the frenetic graphjc design of cybercuLture magazines like W1.red and 

Monda 2000, in the patchwork layout of such mainstream print publi

cations as USA Today, and even in the earlier "multimediated" spaces of 

Durcb pa.i.nrjng, medievaJ cathedrals, and iUuminated manuscripts. 

When in the 1960s and 1970s Douglas Englebarc, Alan Kay, 

and their colleagues at Xerox PARC and elsewhere invented the graphi

cal user interface and called their resizable, scrollable rectangles "win

dows," rhey were implicitly relying on Alberti's metaphor. Their 

windows opened on to a world of information made visible and almost 

tangible to the user, and their goat was to make the surface of these 

windows, the interface irsei£, transparent. As the windowed style has 

evolved in rhe 1980s and 1990s, however, transparency and immediacy 
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Figure 1.2 The windowed style of 

che desktop imerface. 

have had to compete with other values. In current interfaces, windows 

multiply on the screen: it is not unusual for sophisticated users to have 

ten or more overlapping or nested windows open at one rime. The mul

tiple representations inside the windows (text, graphics, video) create a 

heterogeneous space, as they compere for the viewer's atrenrion. Icons, 

menus, and toolbars add further layers of visual and verbal meaning. 

The graphical interface replaced rhe command-line interface, 

which was wholly textuaL By introducing graphjcal objects into the 

representation scheme, designers believed that they were making the 

interfaces "transparent" and therefore more "narural." Media theorist 

Simon Penny (1995) points out that for interface designers: "transparent 

means that the computer interface fades inro rhe experiential b£~-ck

ground and the analogy on which the software 1s based (typewrjrer, 

drawing table, paintbox, etc.) is foregrounded. If the paintbox software 

is 'intuitive,' it is only intuitive because the paintbox is a culrurally 

familiar object" (55). In fact, rhe graphical interface referred not only 

to culturally familiar objects, bur specifically to prior media, such as 

painting, rypewricing, and handwriting. In making such references, 

computer designers were in fact creating a more complex system in 

which iconic and arbitrary forms of representation interact. We have 

only to place figure 1.2 beside rhe virtual environmenc .in figure 9.1 to 

see that a wholly different visual logic is operatLng. 

l'arl Ill Self 
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Unlike a perspective painting or rhree-dimensional computer 

graphic, chis windowed interface does not attempt to unify the space 

around any one point of view. Instead , each text window defines irs own 

verbal, each graphic window irs own visual, point of view. Wjndows 

may change scale quickly and radically, expanding to fill rhe screen or 

shrinki.ng to the size of an icon. And unlike rhe painting or computer 

graphic, the deskrop interface does not erase itself. The multiplicity of 

windows and the heterogeneity of their contents mean that the user is 

repeatedly brought back inro contact with rhe interface, which she 

learns to read just as she would read any hypertext. She oscillates be

tween manipulating rhe windows and examining their contents, just as 

she oscillates between looking at a hypertext as a texture of links and 

looking through the links ro the rexrual units as language. 

With each return to the interface, the user confronts the fact 

that the windowed computer is simultaneously automatic and inter

active. We have argued that the automatic character of photography 

contribures co the photograph's feeling of immediacy, bur with the win

dowed computer, rhe situation is more complicated. Its .interface is au

tomatic in the sense that ir consists of layers of programming that are 

executed wich each click of the mouse. Its interface is interactive in the 

sense that these layers of programming always return conttol to the 

user, who then initiates another auromated action. Alrhough rhe pro

grammer is not visible in the imerface, the user as a subject is con

stantly present, clicking on bucrons, choosing menu items, and 

dragging icons and windows. While the apparent autonomy of the ma

chine can contribute to the transparency of the technology, the buttons 

and menus that provide user interaction can be seen as getting in the 

way of the transparency. If software designers now characterize rhe two

dimensional desktop interface as unnarural, they really mean rhat it 

is roo obviously mediated. They prefer to imagine an "incerfaceless" 

compurer offering some brand of virtual reality. Nevertheless, the possi

bilities of rhe windowed style have probably not been fully explored 

and elaborated. 

One reason that this sryle has nor been exhausted is that it func

tions as a cultural counrerbalance to rhe desire for immedjacy jn djg1tal 

technology. As a counterbalance hypermediacy is more complicated and 

various. In digital technology, as often in the earlier history ofWestern 

representation, hypermediacy expresses itself as multiplicity. If the 

logic of immediacy leads one either to erase or to render automatic rhe 

ace of representation, the logic of hypermediacy acknowledges multiple 
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acts of representation and makes them visible. Where immediacy sug

gests a unified visual space, comemporary hypermediacy offers a hetero

geneous space, in which representation is conceived of not as a window 

on to the world, bur rather as "windowed" itself-with windows that 

open on to other represemarions or other media. The logic of hyper

mediacy multiplies the signs of mediation and in this way rries to re

produce the rich sensorium of hwnao experience. On the other hand, 

hypermediacy can operate even in a single and apparently unified me

dium, particularly when rhe illusion of realistic representation is some

how stretched or altogether ruptured. For example, perspective paint

ings or computer graphics are often hypermediated, particularly when 

they offer fantastic scenes char rhe viewer is nor expected to accept as real 

or even possible. Hypermediacy can also manifest itself in che creation 

of multimedia spaces in rhe physical world. such as theme parks or 

video arcades.© p. 173 In every manifestation, hypermediacy makes us 

aware of rhe medium or media and (in sometimes subtle and sometimes 

obvious ways) reminds us of our desire for immediacy. 

As a historical counterpart ro the desire for transparent imme

diacy, the fascination with media or mediation can be found in such 

diverse forms as medieval illuminated manuscripts, Renaissance altar

pieces, Dutch painting, baroque cabinets, and modernist collage and 

photomontage. The logic of immediacy has perhaps been dominant in 

Western representation, at least from the Renaissance uncil rhe coming 

of modernism, while hypermediacy has often had to content itself with 

a secondary, if nonetheless important, status. Sometimes hypermediacy 

has adopted a playful or subversive arrimde, both acknowledging and 

undercurting the desire for immediacy. At mher rimes, the two logics 

have coexisted, even when the prevailing readings of art hiscory have 

made it hard to appreciate their coexistence. At the end of rhe twentieth 

century, we are in a position to understand hypermediacy as immedia

cy's opposite number, an alter ego that has never been suppressed fully 

or for long periods of [ime. 

We cannot hope to explore in derail the complex genealogy of 

hypermediacy through centuries of Western visual representation; we 

can only offer a few examples that are particularly resonant with digical 

hypermediacy today. Some resonances seem obvious . For example, the 

European cathedral with its stained glass, relief stawary, and inscrip

tions was a collection of hypermediated spaces, both physical and repre

semational. And within the grand space of rhe cathedral, altarpieces 



provided a sophisticated form of hypermediacy, because they nor only 

juxtaposed media bur also embodied contradictory spatial logics. As 

perspectival representation came into paindng, it is interesting to see, 

for example, a Flemish altarpiece by Arne van Kalker, now in the Musee 

de Cluny in Paris, with a carved representation of the Passion at the 

cemer and paimed perspectival scenes on both the inside and the our

side of the cabinet doors. The closed doors depict depth in the repre

sented space; when they are opened, they reveal a bas-relief three

dimensionat Passion scene that stops at the back of the cabinet. 

Through this interplay of the real third dimension with its perspectival 

representation, the Kalker altarpiece conne<:ts the older sculptural tra

dition with the newer tradition of perspectival representation. 

Represenced and real three-dimensionat spaces were also com

bined in many secular cabinets of the sixteenth and seventeenth centu

ries, which could have upwards of fifty drawers, doors, and panels, each 

painted with a perspectival landscape or genre scene. The pictures on 

the doors and drawers of these cabinets ironically duplicated the three

dimensional space that they concealed. Thus, the two-dimensional pic

cures on the doors opened on to a fictional space, while the painted 

doors themselves opened on to a physical one. (For an example, see fig

ure 1.3.) Something similar is happening in digital design today. The 

windowed style is beginning to play a similar game of hide and seek as 

two-dimensional text windows and icons conceal and rhen expose 

three-dimensional graphic images and digitized video. Even the icons 

and folders of the conventional desktop metaphor function in two 

spaces: the pictorial space of the desktop and the informational space of 

the computer and the Internee. 

We are nor alone in noting chis resemblance. In Good LDoking, 

art historian Barbara Stafford has remarked on the parallels between 

digital media and baroque cabinets-in parcicular when she describes 

the so-called Wunderkammer: 

Turning . . . to the disjunctive jumhle stored in an eighteenth-century cabinet or 

chamber of cttriosities, the modern viewer is stmck by the itJtensely interattive 

demands it places on the visitor. ... Looking back from the perspective of the com

puter era, the artifacts in a Wunderkammer seem less physical phenomena and 

more material/inks permitting the beholder to retrieve complicated personal and 

cultural associations. Looking forward from the Enlightenment world of ap

parently miscellaneous pleasures, we discern that scraps of wood, stone, w metal, 
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Figure 1.3 An Italian cabiner, circa 

1660, made of rosewood, ebony, and 

corroise shell wich painced glass 

plaques. Phorography courtesy of 

Victoria and Albert Museum. 

reLigious reLics) ancient shards) exotic fetishes, animaL remains, minia-ture por

traits, Jmall engravings) pages torn from a sketchbook) are the distant ance.rtors 

of today's sophisticated softu:are [e.g. ) multimedia encyclopedias]. (7 4~ 7 5) 

With its multiplicity of forms and its associative Jinks, the Wunder

kammer is a fine example of the hypermediacy of the baroque. 

\'(/e can also idemify hypermediacy in oil painring-for ex

ample, in the Durch "art of describing" explored by Svetlana Alpers 

(1983). With their fascination for mirrors, windows, maps, paintings 

within paintings, and written and read epistles, such artists as Gabriel 



Metsu, David BaiJly, and especially Jan Vermeer often represented the 

world as made up of a multiplicity of representations. Their paintings 

were not multimedia; rather, they absorbed and captured multiple me

dia and multiple forms in oil. This Dutch arc has often been contrasted 

with the paradigm of Renaissance Italian painting with its representa

tion of a more unified visual space, in which the signs of mediation were 

meticulously erased. We can in fact find hypermediacy in individual 

works and individual painters throughout the period in which linear 

perspective and erasure were ascendant: for example, in Velasquez's Las 
Meninas, discussed by Alpers, Foucault, and, because of Foucault, many 

others (Alpers 1982, 69-70; Foucault 1971, 3-16) One could argue

and this would simply be a version of a familiar poststructuralist argu

menc-rhat hypermediacy was the counterpart ro transparency jn 

Western painting, an awareness of mediation whose repression almost 

guaranteed its repeated return. 

Hyperrriediacy can be found even in the mechanical technolo

gies of reproduction of the nineteenth century. Jonathan Crary (1990) 

has challenged the traditional view that photography is the continua

tion and perfection of the technique of linear-perspective painting. For 

Crary, there was a rupcure early in the nineteenth century, when the 

stable observation captured by the old camera obscura and by perspec

tive painting was replaced by a new goal of mobility of observation. 

Reflecting this goal was a new set of (now archaic) devices: the diorama, 

the phenakistoscope, and the stereoscope. These devices, characterized 

by mulciple images, moving images, or sometimes moving observers, 

seem to have operated under both these logics at the same time, as they 

incorporaced transparent immediacy ·withiJt hypermediacy. The phena

kistoscope employed a spinning wheel and multiple images ro give the 

impression of movement. The appeal to immediacy here was that a 

moving picture, say, of a horse, is more teaiiscic than a static image. 

On the other hand, it was not easy for the user to ignore or forget the 

contraption of the phenakistoscope itself, when even its name was so 

contrived. The phenakistoscope made the user aware of the desire for 

immediacy that it attempted to satisfy. The same was true of the stereo

scope, which offered users a three-dimensional image chat seemed to 

float in space. The image was eerie, and the device unwieldy so that the 

stereoscope (fig. 1.4) coo seemed co be a more or less ironic comment on 

the desire for immediacy. Crary shows us chat hypermediacy manifested 

itself in the nineteenth century alongside and around the transparent 
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Figure 1.4 A ninereenrh-cenrury 

scereoscope. © 1998 Richard 

Grusin. 

7. As Clemem Greenberg (197 3) 
pucs ir, "Realistic, illusionist an had 

dissembled che medium, using art 

co conceal art. Modernism used arc 

to call arcencion to art. The limita

c;oos char consrirme che medium of 

painring-rhe flat surface, the shape 

of rhe supporc, che propercies of pig

mem-were creaced by the Old 

Masters as negarive facrors char 

could be acknowledged only implic

icly or indirecdy. Modernise 

paiming has come to regard these 

same limiracions as positive facrors 

that are to be acknowledged openly." 

(68-69). 

8. Gceenberg(l965, 70-74)sees 

collage as an expression of the ten

sion berween che modernise 

emphasis on che surface of the paint

ing and the inhericed rradirion of 

three-dimensional representation. 

When Brague and Picasso rook co 

pasting scraps of newspaper and 

wallpaper on their canvases, they ere

aced a hypermediared experience in 

which che viewer oscillates between 

seeing rhe pasred objeccs as objecrs 

and seeing them as pare of rhe 

painted scene. The viewer is con

scandy reminded of the macerials, 

the surface, and rhe mediated charac

cer of this space. 

9. fn making us conscious of cbe 

medium, phoromoncage can be seen 

technology of photography. Nevertheless, the logic of uansparent im

mediacy remained dominant. The obvious face is cbac che convemional 

camera survived and flourished, while these other technologies did noc. 

According to Clemem Greenberg"s influential formulation, it 

was noc until modernism chat the cultural dominance of the paradigm 

of transparency was effectively challenged. 7 In modernist art, che logic 

of hypermediacy could express itself both as a fracturing of the space of 

the picture and as a hyperconscious recognition or acknowledgmem of 

the medium. Collage and photomontage in particular provide evidence 

of the modernist fascination with rhe reality of media. 8 Just as collage 

challenges che .immediacy of perspective painting, phoromoocage chal

lenges che immediacy of the photograph. When photomonteurs cue up 

and recombine conventional photographs, they discredit the nocion 

that rhe phocograph is drawn by che "pencil of narure," as Talbot (1969) 

had suggested. Instead, the photographs themselves become elemems 

that human intervention has selected and arranged for artistic purposes. 

Photographs pasted beside and on cop of each ocher and in the context 

of other media, such as type, paincing, or pencil drawing, create a lay

ered effen that we also find in electronic multimedia. As we look ac 

Richard Hamilton's just What Is It That Makes Today's Homes So Different, 

So Appealing? (fig. 1. 5 ), irs clurcered space makes us aware of the process 

of construction. We become hyperconscious of the medium in photo

montage, precisely because convemional photography is a medium 

with such loud historical claims to transpa.rency. 9 

Richard Lanham (1993) nores how well Hamilton's piece from 

the 1950s suits today's "digical rhetoric" and then asks: "Couldn't 

th.is-collaged up as ir is with clip arc and advertising icons-just as 

well be called: Just What Is It That Makes Today's Deskrop So Differ-



em, So Appealing'?" (40). In collage and photomontage as in hyper

media, to create is to rearrange existing forms. In photomontage the 

preexisting forms are phorographs; in literary hypertext they are para

graphs of prose; and in hypermedia they may be prose, graphics, anima

tions, videos, and sounds. In all cases, the artist is defining a space 

chrough rhe disposicion and interplay of forms that have been detached 

from their original conrext and then recombined . Like Greenberg, 

Lanham regards collage as "the central technique of twenrieth-century 

visual art"; Lanham wanrs co include digital design in the twentieth

centUry mainstream, which has often created heterogeneous spaces and 

made viewers conscious of the acr of representation (40-41). 

In the twentieth century, as indeed earlier, it is not only high arc 

that seeks to combine heterogeneous spaces. Graphic design for print, 

particularly for magazines and newspapers, is becoming increasingly 

hypetmediated as well. Magazines like Wired or Mondo 2000 owe their 

conception of hypermediacy less to the World Wide Web than to the 

Figure 1. 5 Richard Hamilwn,j.ust 

What l1 It That Makes Today's Homes 

So Differen:, So Appealing? © 1998 
Arcists Rights Society (ARS), New 
York/DACS, London. 

boch to accept and co challenge the 

received undersranding of photogra

phy as uansparem. From one paine 

of view, photomontage can be in

terpreted as a deviarion from the 

esseruially transparent and unified 

nature of photography. On the other 

hand, photomoorage can be seer_ noc 

as deviating from photography's 

crue narure as a. transparent medium 

but as exempLifying its irreducible 

hypermediacy. This latter interpreca

rion of che phowgraphic medium 

has been advanced by W.]. T. Mitch

ell ( 1994) in the idea of the 

" j magetext ." 
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Figure 1.6 The fronc page of USA 
TODi\Y, January 23 , 1998. © 1998 
USA TODAY. Reprinted with 

perm.issjon. 

tradition of graphic design that grows out of pop arc and ultimately 

letrrisme, phocomomage, and dada. The affiliations of a newspaper like 

the USA Today are more contemporary. Although the paper has been 

criticized for lowering print journalism co the level of television news, 

visually the USA Today does not draw primarily on television . Its layout 

resembles a multimedia compucer appLication more than it does a tele

vision broadcast; the paper attempts tO emulate in print (fig . 1.6) the 

graphical user interface of a web site (fig . 1. 7). For that marrer, re1evi

sion news programs also show the influence of the graphical user inter

face when they divide the screen into two or more frames and place text 

and numbers over and around the framed video images . © p. 189 
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In all its various forms, the logic of hypermediacy expresses rhe 

tension between regarding a visual space as mediated and as a "real" 

space that lies beyond mediation. Lanham (1993) calls this rhe rension 

between looking at and looking through, and he sees it as a feature of 

twentieth-cemury art in general and now digital representation in par

ticular (3-28, 31-52). A viewer confronting a collage, for example, os

cillates between looking at the patches of paper and paint on the surface 

of the work and looking rhrough to rhe depicted objects as if they occu

pied a real space beyond the surface. What characterizes modern art is 

an insistence that the viewer keep coming back to the surface or, in 

extreme cases, an attempt to hold the viewer at the surface indefinitely. 

In the logic of hypermediacy, the artist (or multimedia programmer or 

web designer) strives to make the viewer acknowledge rhe medium as 

Figure 1.7 The USA TODAY web 

site, January 23, 1998. © 1998 
USA TODAY Reprinced with 

permission. 



a medium and to delight in that acknowledgment. She does so by mul

tiplying spaces and media and by repeatedly redefining the visual and 

concepcual relationships among mediated spaces-relationships that 

may range from simple juxtaposition ro complete absorption. 

For digital arrisr David Rokeby, the dichoromy between uans

parency and opacity is precisely what distinguishes the attitude of engi

neers from that of artists in the new technologies. Rokeby ( 1995) is 

clearly adopting a modernist aesthetic when he writes that "while engi

neers srrive ro maintain the illusion of transparency in the design and 

refinement of media technologies, artists explore the meaning of the 

interface itself, using various transformations of the media as their pal

ette" (133). In fact, since Matisse and Picasso, or perhaps since the 

impressionists, artists have been "exploring the interface." However, 

Rokeby may nor be doing justice to "modern" engineering. Media the

orist Erkki Huhtamo (1995) points our that acknowledgment is charac

teristic of our culture's attitude to digital technology in general: 

"Technology is gradually becoming a second nature, a territory both 

external and internalized, and an object of desire. There is no need co 

make it transparent any longer, simply because it is not felt to be 

in contradiction to the 'authenticity' of the experience" (171). And 

Huhtamo is right to insist that hypermediacy can also provide an "au

thentic" experience, at least for our current culture; otherwise, we could 

not account for the tremendous influence of, for example, rock music. 

Above, we identified the logic of transparent immediacy in 

computer games such as Myst and Doom1 but other CD-ROMs operate 

according ro our other logic and seem to revel in their nature as medi

ated artifacts. It should not be surprising that some of the dearest ex

amples of digital hypermediacy (such as the Residents' Freak Show, 

Peter Gabriel's Xplorct 1, and the Emergency Broadcast Network's Tele

communications Breakdoum) come directly or indirecdy from the world of 

rock music production and presentation. Initially, when "liveness" was 

the signifying mark of the rock sound, early recordings adhered ro the 

logic of transparency and aimed to sound "live." As live performance 

became hypermediated, so did the recordings-as electric and then 

digital sampling, rave, ambient music, and orher techniques became 

increasingly popular (cf. Auslander, forthcoming). The evolution of re

cording techniques also changed the nacure of live performance. As 

early as rhe late 1960s and 1970s, performers such as Alice Cooper, 

David Bowie, and Kiss began to create elaborate, consciously artificial 

productions. The traditional "musical" qualities of these productions, 



never very complicated, became progressively less important chan the 

volume and variety of sound and the visual spectacle. Today, the stage 

presentations of rock bands like U2 are celebrations of media and the 

act of mediation, while "avant-garde" artists like Laurie Anderson, the 

Residents, and the Emergency Broadcast Network are creating CD

ROMs that reflect and comment on such stage presentations with their 

seemingly endless repetition within the medium and multiplication 

across media. For example, in the number "Electronic Behavior Conrrol 

System" by the Emergency Broadcast Network, the compmer screen 

can be riled into numerous small windows with shifting graphics, while 

a central window displays digirized clips from old films and television 

shows (fig. 1.8). This visual multiplicity is synchronized co an insistent 

"techno-rock" soundtrack. At times one or other digitized character 

wi 11 seem co enunciate a corresponding phrase on the soundtrack, as if 

all these remnants of old media had come together co perform this piece 

of music. In a similar spirit, the Residents' Freak Show both juxtaposes 

media and replaces one medium with anocher as it combines music 

wich graphics and animations reminiscent of comic books and other 

popular forms . 

Except for rock music, the World Wide Web is perhaps our 

culture's most influential expression of hypermediacy. As Michael Joyce 

0995) reminds us, replacement is the essence of hypertext , and in a 

Figure 1.8 A screen capcure from 

rhe Telecommunications 81·eakdown 

CD-R01vf by che Emergency Broad

case Nerwork. © 1995 TVT 

Records . Reprinted with 

permission. 
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sense the whole World Wide Web is an exercise in replacement: "Print 

srays itself; electronic text replaces itself' (232). When the user clicks 

on an underlined phrase or an iconic anchor on a web page, a link is 

activated that calls up another page. The new material usually appears 

in the original window and erases the previous text or graphic, although 

the action of clicking may instead create a separate frame within the 

same window or a new window laid over rhe first. The new page wins 

our attention through the erasure (interpenerrarion), tiling (juxtaposi

tion), or overlapping (multiplication) of the previous page. And beyond 

rhe Web, replacement is the operative strategy of the whole windowed 

style. In using the standard compurer desktop, we pull down menus, 

click on icons, and drag scroll bars, all of which are devices for replacing 

the current visual space with another. 

Replacement is at its most radical when rhe new space is of a 

different medium-for example, when the user clicks on an underlined 

phrase on a web page and a graphic appears. Hypermedia CD-ROMs 

and windowed applications replace one medium with another all the 

time, confronting the user with the problem of multiple representation 

and challenging her to consider why one medium might offer a more 

appropriate representation than another. [n doing so, they are per

forming what we characterize as acts of remediation. 

REMEDIATION 

In the early and mid-1990s, perhaps to a greater extent than at any 

other time since the 1930s, Hollywood produced numerous filmed ver

sions of classic novels, including Hawthorne, Wharron, and even Henry 

James. There has been a particular vogue for the novels of)ane Austen 

(Sense and Sensibility, Pride and Prejudice, and Emma). Some of the adapta

tions are quire free, but (except for the odd Clueless) rhe Austen films, 

whose popularity swept the ochers aside, are historically accurate in cos

tume and setting and very faithful to the original novels. Yet they do 

not contain any overt reference tO rhe novels on which they are based; 

they certainly do not acknowledge that they are adaptations. Acknowl

edging the novel in rhe film would disrupt rhe continuity and the illu

sion of immediacy that Austen's readers expect, for they want to view 

the film in the same seamless way in which they read rhe novels. The 

content has been· borrowed, bm the medium has not been appropriated 

or quoted. This kind of borrowing, extremely common in popular cul

rure today, is also very old. One example with a long pedigree are paint

ings illustrating smries from the Bible or other literary sources, where 



apparently only the scory contem is borrowed. The contemporary emer

tainment indusuy calls such borrowing "repurposing": to take a "prop

erty" from one medium and reuse it in another. With reuse comes a 

necessary redefinition, but there may be no conscious interplay between 

media. The interplay happens, if at all, only tor the reader or viewer 

who happens to know both versions and can compare them. 

On the opening page of Understanding Media (1964), Marshall 

McLuhan remarked that "the 'content' of any medium is always another 

medium. The content of writing is speech, just as che written word is 

the content of print, and print is the content of the telegraph" (23-24). 

As his problematic examples suggest, McLuhan was not thinking of 

simple repurposing, but perhaps of a more complex kind of borrowing 

in which one medium is itself incorporated or represenced in another 

medium. Dutch painters incorporated maps, globes, inscriptions, let

ters, and mirrors i.n their works. In face, all of our examples of hyper

mediacy are characterized by rhis kind of borrowing, as is also ancient 

and modern ekphrasis, the literary description ·of works of visual art, 

which W. J. T. Mitchell (1994) defines as "the verbal representation of 

visual representation" (151-152). Again, we call the representation of 

one medium in another rmudiation, and we will argue that remediation 

is a defining characrerisri~ of the new digital media. What might seem 

at first to be an esoterjc practice is so widespread rhar we can identify 

a specrrum of differem ways in which digital media remediate their 

predecessors, a spectrum depending on the degree of perceived compe

tition or rivalry between the new media and rhe old. 

At one extreme, an older medium is highlighted and repre

sented in digital form without apparent irony or critique. Examples 

include CD-ROM (or DVD) picture galleries (digitized paintings or 

photographs) and collections of literary texts . There are also numerous 

web sites that offer pictures or texts for users co download. In these 

cases, the electronic medium is not set in opposition ro painting, pho

rography, or printing; instead, the computer is offered as a new means 

of gaining access to these older materials, as if the content of rhe older 

media could s[mply be poured into the new one. Since the electronic 

version justifies itself by granting access to the older media, ir wants to 

be transparent . The digital medium wants to erase itself, so that the 

viewer stands in rhe same relationship ro the conrent as she would if 

she were confronting rhe original medium. Ideally, there should be no 

difference between the experience of seeing a painting in person and on 

the computer screen, bur rhis is never so . The computer always inter-
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venes and makes its presence felr in some way, perhaps because the 

viewer must click on a button or slide a bar co view a whole picture or 

perhaps because the digital image appears grainy or with untrue colors. 

Transparency, however, remains the goal. 

Crearors of other electronic remediations seem co want to em

phasize the difference rather than erase ir. In chese cases, che electronic 

version is offered as an improvement, although rhe new is still justified 

in terms of the old and seeks to remain faithful to the older medium's 

character. There are various degrees of fideliry. Encyclopedias on CD

ROM, such as Microsoft's Encarta and Grolier's Electronic Encyclopedia, 

seek to improve on printed encyclopedias by providing not only text 

and graphics , but also sound and video, and they feature electronic 

searching and linking capabilities. Yet because they are presenting dis

crete, alphabetized articles on technical subjects, they are still recogniz

ably in the tradition of the printed encyclopedia since the eighteench

cenrury Encydopidie and Encyclopaedia Britannica. In the early 1990s, the 

Voyager Company published series of "Expanded Books" on CD-ROM, 

an eclectic sec of books originally written for primed publication, in

cludingjurassic Park and Brave New World. The Voyager interface reme

diated the printed book without doing much co challenge prim's 

assumptions about linearity and closure. Even the name, "Expanded 

Books." indicated the priority of the older medium. Much of the current 

World Wide Web also remediates older forms without challenging 

them. Irs point-and-dick interface allows the developer ro reorganize 

texts and images raken from books, magazines, film, or television, bur 

the reorganization does not call into question rhe character of a rext or 

rhe status of an image . In all these cases, the new medium does not 

want ro efface itself entirely. Microsoft wanes the buyer to understand 

rhat she has purchased not simply an encyclopedia, bur an electronic, 

and therefore improved, encyclopedia. The borrowing mighr be said to 

be translucem rather than transparent. 

The digital medium can be more aggressive in its remediation. 

It can try to refashion the older medium or media entirely, while stilt 

marking rhe presence of the older media and therefore maintaining a 

sense of multiplicity or hypermediacy. This is particularly clear in the 

rock CD-ROMs, such as che Emergency Broadcast Network's Telecom

munications Breakdown, in which the principal refashioned media are 

music recorded on CD and its live performance on stage. This form of 

aggressive remediation throws inm relief borh the source and the target 

media. In che "Electronic Behavior Comrol Sysrem," old television and 



movie clips are taken out of context (and therefore out of scale) and 

inserted absurdly inro the techno-music chanc (fig. 1.8). This rearing 

out of context makes us aware of the artificiality of both rhe digital 

version and the original clip. The work becomes a mosaic in which we 

are simultaneously aware of the individual pieces and rheir new, in

appropriate setting . In this kind of remediation, the older media are 

presented in a space whose discontinuities, like those of collage and 

photomontage, are clearly visible. In CD-ROM multimedia, rhe dis

continuities are indicated by the window frames themselves and by but

tons, sliders, and ocher controls, that start or end the various media 

segments. The windowed style of rhe graphical user interface favors th.is 

kind of remediation. Different programs, representing different media, 

can appear in each window-a word processing document in one, a 

digital photograph in another, digitized video in a third-while 

clickable tools activate and control the different programs and media. 

The graphical user interface acknowledges and controls rhe discontinu

ities as the user moves among media. 

Finally, the new medium can remediare by trying to absorb the 

older medium entirely, so rhat the discontinuities between the two are 

minimized. The very act of remediation, however, ensures that the older 

medium cannot be entirely effaced; the new medium remains depen

dent on the older one in acknowledged or unacknowledged ways. For 

example, rhe genre of computer games like Myst or Doom remediares 

cinema, and such games are sometimes called "inceract.ive films ." © p. 

94 The idea is that the players become characters in a cinematic narra

tive. They have some control over both the narrative itself and the sty

listic realization of it, in the sense that they can decide where to go and 

what to do in an effort to dispatch villains (in Doom) or solve puzzles 

(in Myst). They can also C.ecide where to look-where co direct their 

graphically realized points of view-so that in interactive film, the 

player is often both actor and director. On the World Wide Web, on 

the other hand, it i.s television rather rhan cinema that is remediated. 

© p. 204 Numerous web sites borrow the monitoring function of 

broadcast television. These sires present a stream of images from digital 

cameras aimed at various parts of the environment: pets in cages, fish 

in tanks, a soft drink machine, one's office, a highway, and so on. Al

though these point-of-view sites monitor the world for the Web, they 

do not always acknowledge television as the medium that they are re

fashioning. In fact, television and the World Wide Web are engaged in 

an unacknowledged competition in which each now seeks ro remediate 
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the ocher. The competition is economic as well as aesthetic; it is a strug

gle to determine whether broadcast television or the Internet will dom

inate the American and world markets . 

Like television , film is also trying to absorb and repurpose digi

tal technology. As we have mentioned, digital compositing and other 

special effects are now standard feamres of Hollywood lilms, particu

larly in the action-adventure genre. And in most cases, the goal is to 

make these electronic imervemions transparent. The stunt or special 

effect should look as "namral" as possible, as if the camera were simply 

capturing what really happened in the light. Computer graphics pro

cessing is rapidly taking over rhe animated cartoon; indeed, the tak@-' 

over was already complete in Disney's Toy Story. © p. 147 And here roo 

the goal is to make the compurer disappear: to make the sect.i.ngs, toys, 

and human characters look as much as possible like live-action film. 

Hollywood has incorporated computer graphics ar least in parr in an 

attempt ro hold off the threat char digical media might pose for the 

traditional, linear film . This attempt shows that remediation operates 

in both directions: users of older media such as film and television can 

seek co appropriate and refashion digical graphics , just as digital graph

ics artists can refashion film and television. 

Unlike our other examples of hypermediacy, this form of ag

gressive remediation does create an apparenrly seamless space. It con

ceals its relationship ro earlier media in the name of transparency; it 

promises the user an unmediated experience, whose paradigm again is 

virtual reality. Games like Myst and Doom are desktop virtual reality 

applications, and, like immersive virrual reality, they aim to inspire in 

che player a feeling of presence. On the other hand, like these computer 

games, immersive virtual reality also remediates both television and 

film: it depends on the conventions and associations of the first-person 

point of view or subjective camera. © p. 161 Science-fiction writer Ar

thur C. Clarke has claimed that "Virrual Realicy won't merely replace 

TV. It will eat it alive" (cited by Rheingold, 1991, back cover). As a 

prediction of the success of this rechnology, Clarke is likely ro be quite 

wrong, ac least for the foreseeable future, but he is right in the sense 

thac vircual reality remediates television (and film) by the srrategy of 

incorporation. This srrategy does nor mean that vinual reality can 

obliterate rhe earlier visual point-of-view technologies; rarher, it en

sures that rhese technologies remain at least as reference points by 

which the .immediacy of virtual reality is measured. Paradoxically, then, 

remedtation is as important for the logic of transparency as it is for 

hypermediacy. 



Another category of refashioning must be menrioned here: the 

refashioning that occurs wirhin a single medium-for example, when 

a film borrows from an earlier film, as Strange Days borrows from Vertigo 

or when a painting incorporates another painting, as in Courber's Inte

rior of My Studio. This kind of borrowing is perhaps the most common, 

because arrisrs both know and depend most immediarely on predeces

sors in their own medium. This borrowing is fundamemal nor only ro 

film and painring, but also to lirerarure, where the play within a play 

(from Hamlet tO Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead) or the poem 

within a poem or novel (from the Odyssey ro Portrait of the Artist) is a 

very familiar strategy. In fan, rhis is the one kind of refashioning that 

literary critics, film critics, and art hisrorians have acknowledged and 

srudied with endmasiasm, for it does nor violate the presumed sanctity 

of rhe medium, a sanctity char was important to critics earlier in this 

cenruty, although iris less so now. Refashioning within rhe medium is 

a special case of remediation, and it proceeds from the same ambiguous 

motives of homage and rivalry--what Harold Bloom has called the 

"anxiety of iofluence"-as do other remediations. Much of what critics 

have learned abouc this special kind of refashioning can also help us 

explore remediation in general. At the very least, their work reminds 

us thar refashioning one's predecessors is key ro understanding repre

sentation in earlier media. Ir becomes less surprising thar remediation 

should also be the key to digiral media. 

Media rheorisr Steven Holtzman (1997) argues rhac repurpos

ing has played a role in the early development of new media but will 

be left behind when new media find their authentic aesrheric: 

In the end, no matter how interesting, enjoyable, comfortable, or well accepted 

they are, these approaches [repurposing] borrow from existing paradigms. They 

weren't conceived with digital media irJ mind, and as a result they don't exploit 

the special qualities that are unique to digital worlds. Yet it's those unique qual

ities that will ultimately define entirely new languages of expression. And it's 

those languageJ that will tap the potetztial of digital media as new [original 

italics} vehicles of e:x.pnmiun. Repurposing is a transitional step that allows us 

to get a secure footing on unfamiliar terrain. But it isn't where we' 11 find the 

entirely new dimensions of digital worlds. We need to transcend the old to discover 

completely new worlds of expression. Like a road sign, repurposing is a marker 

indicating that profound change is around the hend. ( 15) 

From the perspective of remediation, Holtz.man m1sses the 

point. He himself appeals co a comfortable, modernist rhetoric, in 



which digital media cannot be significanc until they make a radical 

break with the past. However, like their precursors, digital media can 

never reach this scare of transcendence, bur will instead function in a 

consrant dialectic with earlier media, precisely as each earlier medium 

funccioned when it was introduced. Once again, what is new about dig

ical media lies in rheir particular srrategies for remediating celevision, 

film, phorography, and painring. Repurposing as remediation is both 

what is "unique to digital worlds'' and what denies the possibility of 

that uniqueness. 


